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(R1) 12:10 KELSO, 2m 6f 151y 

George Harrow Memorial Novices' Hurdle (Class 4) (4YO plus)
No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 P16- DARIUS DES SOURCES (FR) 210 
gr g Irish Wells - Lionata

6 10 - 12 Sean Quinlan
C Grant

-

Jockey Colours: Black and white stripes, chevrons on sleeves
Timeform says: £38,000 6-y-o who got off the mark at second attempt in Irish points back in
January. Shaped quite well when midfield on bumper debut in April and he's the type to make
his mark over hurdles.  (Forecast 7.50)

Notes: 

2 P4P2/3 DUC DE GRISSAY (FR) 68 
b g Denham Red - Rhea De Grissay

6 10 - 12 Rachel McDonald
(5)
A M Thomson

-

Jockey Colours: Dark blue and light blue diamonds, dark blue sleeves, light blue armlets, white cap
Timeform says: Maiden Irish pointer. Some promise faced with an inadequate test when
third in a Hexham maiden (2m) in September but he may well do better further down the line.

 (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

3 P442-32 GET HELP (IRE) 14 
b g Gold Well - Present Abbey

6 10 - 12 Sam Coltherd (3)
W Coltherd

119

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, light blue hoop and sleeves, beige and light blue hooped cap
Timeform says: Ex-pointer who arrives having run his best race to date over hurdles when
runner-up in a 20.8f handicap at this course last month, headed before the last but keeping
on. Big player on that evidence.  (Forecast 3.50)

Notes: 

4 P3453P- ROLLERRULER 228 
b g Native Ruler - Roll Over Rose

5 10 - 12t Ross Chapman
M A Barnes

106

Jockey Colours: Black, yellow hollow box and sleeves, yellow and black quartered cap
Timeform says: Modest form in handful of novice hurdles last term but well beaten on
handicap debut at Hexham in March having been handed a stiff-looking mark. Others
preferred on return.  (Forecast 17.00)

Notes: 

5 2431-27 SIDI ISMAEL (FR) 21 
b g Great Pretender - Tetouane

5 10 - 12 Craig Nichol
K Dalgleish

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue and white (quartered), black and white striped sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Bumper winner who showed fair form when runner-up in a course novice
(20.8f, heavy) over C&D last month. Seemed amiss at Stratford 2 weeks later and better
judged on previous form.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 

6 1/ UNCLE JONTY (IRE) 910 
br g Fruits Of Love - Spend Accordingly

7 10 - 12 R D Day
N G Richards

-

Jockey Colours: Grey and dark blue stripes, red cap
Timeform says: Fruits Of Love gelding. Dam, unraced, half-sister to smart hurdler/chaser
(stayed 3m) Spendid. Won sole start in points (May 2017) and the betting may prove best
guide on belated Rules/hurdles bow.  (Forecast 8.50)

Notes: 

7 7/4334- VAMANOS (IRE) 231 BF 
b g Fame And Glory - Bean Ki Moon

5 10 - 12p1 David England
Olly Murphy

115

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, light blue hoop, checked sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Showed plenty of ability in 4 starts over hurdles last term, albeit undone by
poor jumping when 7 lengths fourth of 8 on handicap debut in March. Goes in cheekpieces
on return and has a race in him.  (Forecast 6.00)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: GET HELP has improved again upon returning this season, finishing runner-up
in a handicap over shorter here on his most recent start. He gets the nod to get off the mark with his
fitness assured. Vamanos is feared on the pick of his exploits last term provided his jumping has
improved, whilst Sidi Ismael is best not judged on his latest Stratford effort.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: GET HELP (3) 
2: VAMANOS (7) 
3: SIDI ISMAEL (5)


